It is shown in this paper that if X is a class of simple groups such that TT(JE) = char X, the 3E-saturated formation f) generated by a finite group cannot be expressed as the Gaschiitz product J? o <S of two non-3E-saturated formations if ¥j ^ <5. It answers some open questions on products of formations. The relation between cj-saturated and SE-saturated formations is also discussed.
INTRODUCTION
All groups considered in this paper are tacitly assumed to be finite. Recall that a formation 5 is a class of groups which is closed under taking homomorphic images and subdirect products. It is known that, if 5 is a formation, each group G has a smallest normal subgroup whose factor group is in 5-Such subgroup is called thê -residual of G and it is denoted by G 5 . A formation # is said to be saturated if G G 5 whenever the Frattini factor group G/$(G) is in g\ A local approach to saturation is p-saturation, where p is a prime number. We say that a formation £ is p-saturated if G e 5 provided the factor group G/(O P (G) D $(G)) belongs to 5-It is clear that a formation 5 is saturated if and only if 5 is p-saturated for all primes p. This concept arises spontaneously when the saturation of formation products is considered.
Given two classes 2) and 3 of groups, a class product can be defined by setting
2J3 := (G G <£ | there is a normal subgroup N of G such that N G 2J and G/N € 3),
where <£ is the class of all finite groups. This class turns out to be useful in the theory of classes of groups, especially when certain formations are considered. However this class product is not in general a formation when 2J and 3 are formations. Fortunately, there is a way of modifying the above definition to ensure that the class product of two formations is again a formation. If 5 and 0 are formations, the formation product or Gaschiitz product of 5 and ® is the class $ o <& defined by 462 A. Ballester-Bolinches, C. Calvo and R. Esteban-Romero [2] It is known that # o 0 is again a formation and if # is closed under taking subnormal subgroups, then £ 0 = go 0 (see [4, IV.1.7 and 1.8]). The formation product of two formations does not normally yield a saturated formation (see [2] ). In fact, if # and 0 are formations such that 5 o 0 is saturated, then 0 is p-saturated for all primes p not dividing the order of any group in # (see [9] ).
A celebrated theorem, proved by Gaschutz and Lubeseder in the soluble universe and extended by Schmid to the general one, asserts that a formation is saturated if and only if it is local (see [4, IV, 4.6] ). Partially saturated formations can be characterised by means of a local version of the above result: if 5 is a formation and p is a prime, then 5 is p-saturated if and only if 5 is p-local, that is, the smallest local formation £ containing 5 is contained in $1^$, where 9^ is the class of all nilpotent p'-groups (see [11] ). Moreover, there is a way of constructing the p-saturated formations by means of p-local definitions (see [3] ).
In an unpublished manuscript, Baer gives another extension of the GaschiitzLubeseder theorem to the general universe. He uses a different concept of local formation and obtains that the so-called Baer formations are exactly the solubly saturated ones (see [4, IV, 4 .17]). Baer formations were also studied by Shemetkov, who calls them composition formations.
In [7] , Skiba asked the following question:
If Sj = 5° © is a one-generated Baer formation, where 5 and 0 are non-trivial formations, is § a Baer formation ?
In the 1999 edition of the same book [8] , it is announced that Skiba has answered the question negatively. The reader is referred to [6, p. 224 The main result of this paper gives an affirmative answer to that question. Note that an analogous result was proved by Vishnevskaya in [13] for p-saturated formations. She shows that the p-saturated formation Sj generated by a finite group cannot be the Gaschutz product $o<& of two non-p-saturated formations provided Sj ^ 0. This motivates us to present the most general version of our result by using ^-saturated formations, which have been introduced and studied by Forster in [5] ; here X is a class of simple groups with a completeness property. Although in general there does not exist a class of simple groups X such that the 3E-saturated formations are exactly the w-saturated formations (see Example 2 in Section 3), the arguments used in the proof of our result [3] Kourovka The above result also seems to be the answer of the Problem 18 of Guo's book [6] . Note that there is an obvious misprint in the statement of that problem, because the example in p. 224 answers that question negatively.
The paper is organised as follows: after collecting some definitions and preliminary results in Section 2, in Section 3 we analyse the relation between w-saturated formations and 3£-saturated formations. The proof of Theorem 1 is presented in Section 4.
For the fundamental concepts of the theory of formations, as well as for the standard notations, the reader is referred to the book of Doerk and Hawkes [4] .
PRELIMINARIES
We begin with the concepts of 3t-saturated formation and 3E-local formation due to Forster [5] . These concepts arose in order to give a common extension of the theorems of Gaschiitz-Lubeseder and Baer.
Denote by 3 the class of all simple groups. For any subclass 2J of 3, we put 2J' = 3\?J. Denote by E2J the class of groups whose composition factors belong to 2J; it is clear that E2) is a Fitting class, and so each group G has a largest normal E 2J-subgroup, the E2)-radical 0<g(G). A chief factor which belongs to E2J is called a 2J-diief factor, and if, moreover, p divides the order of a 2J-chief factor H/K, we shall say that H/K is a 2) p -chief factor.
In the sequel it will be convenient to identify the prime p with the cyclic group C p of order p.
Forster's starting point is a class X of finite simple groups satisfying 7r(3C) :-{p € P | there exists G eX such that p divides |G|} = {peP\C p eX}=:chanX.
An X-formation function f associates to each X G (charJC) U X' a formation f(X) (possibly empty). If / is an X-formation function, then the X-local formation LFx(f) defined by / is the class of all groups G satisfying the following two conditions:
A formation 5 is said to be X-local if there exists an X-formation function / such that 3 = LF»(/). If X = 3, the class of all simple groups, an X-formation function is simply a formation function and the X-local formations are exactly the local formations. If X = P, the class of all Abelian simple groups, an X-formation function is a Baer function and the X-local formations are exactly the Baer-local ones (see [4, IV, 4.9] ).
Forster also introduced in [5] an X-Frattini subgroup $J(G) for every group G. He defined X-saturation in the obvious way and he proved that the X-saturated formations are exactly the X-local ones. In [1] we introduce another X-Frattini subgroup in every group G, which is smaller than Forster's one. 
Note that in the case X = Z, the class of all simple groups, <&x(G) -$(G) for every group G, and in the case X = P, the class of all Abelian simple groups, $x(G) = $(G 6 ), where G© is the soluble radical of G.
We say that a formation 5 is X-saturated if G G 5 provided G/$ X (G) G £• It is clear then that if X = 3, the X-saturated formations are exactly the saturated ones, and if X = P, the X-saturated formations are just the solubly saturated ones.
We have that $i(G) < ^i(G) for every group G, but the equality is not true in general (see [1] ). However, we have: This result turns out to be crucial in the proof of Theorem 1.
As usual, the X-saturated formation generated by a group G is the smallest Xsaturated formation containing G, that is, the intersection of all 3t-saturated formations containing G.
We finish the section noting the following fact. Let C be a class of groups. Then there exists a unique smallest ^-saturated formation Cx containing <£, namely the one defined by the ^-formation function / given by
In particular, <£ is 3E-saturated if and only if Cx = <£, and if Xi and X2 are two classes of groups such that X\ C 3£ 2 , then every ^-saturated formation is also 3Ci-saturated.
RELATION BETWEEN W-SATURATED FORMATIONS AND ^-SATURATED

FORMATIONS
Let u be a set of primes. A formation 5 is said to be u-saturated if it is p-saturated for every prime p 6 ui. As it is proved in [12] , it is possible to characterise w-saturated formations by means of some w-local definitions.
The main goal of this section is to study the relation between w-saturated formations and ^-saturated formations.
Suppose that 5 is an w-saturated formation. Then if X u is the class of all simple w-groups, we have that Ox u {G) = O U (G) for each group G and a group G belongs to 5 if and only if G/($(G) n O W (G)) € 5. Consequently since $x w (A) ^ $(A) n O U (A)
for every group A, it follows that 5 is 5£ w -saturated.
However, the family of £ w -saturated formations does not coincide with the one of w-saturated formations in general. This follows from the fact that there exist Baer formations which are not w-saturated for any u C P . EXAMPLE 1. Let us consider the formation 5 :-E2), where 2) := (A n \ n ^ 5), that is, the formation of all finite groups whose composition factors are isomorphic to an alternating group of degree n ^ 5. It is clear that 5 is a Baer formation. In particular, 5 is X-saturated for every I C P .
Assume that 5 is p-saturated for a prime p. If p ^ 5, set k := p; otherwise, set k := 5. Therefore 5 is not w-saturated for any set w of primes. Moreover, by setting X := (C 2 ) and w :-{2}, we have that 5 is X-saturated, but not 2-saturated.
As p I \Ak\, by [4, B.11.8] there exists a group E with a normal elementary Abelian psubgroup Ajtl such that A ^ $(E) and E/A S A k . We have that E/(O P (E) D $(£)) = E/(O P (E) D A) = E/
From the above discussion, the following question naturally arises:
Let ui C P. Is it possible to ensure the existence of a class X(ui) of simple groups such that charX(cj) = TT(X(U>)) satisfying that a formation is u-saturated if and only if it is X(CJ)-saturated?
The following example shows that the answer is negative.
EXAMPLE 2. Consider the formation 5 :-(G | all Abelian composition factors of G are isomorphic to C2}-
Suppose that 5 is ^-saturated for a class X containing a non-abelian simple group E and ir(X) = char X. There exists a prime p # 2 dividing the order of E. Hence p e X. Since E 6 Ji it follows that f{p) ^ 0. Therefore C p € $, a contradiction. Since 5 is solubly saturated, we have that 5 is 3>saturated exactly for the classes X such that X C P. Since 5 is clearly 2-saturated, if we assume the existence of a class X(2) fulfilling the property, it follows that 3t(2) C P. This is not possible, as shown in Example 1.
However, inside the w-separable universe, the situation is clearer. [7] Kourovka Notebook on formation products 467
Denote by form(G) the formation generated by G, that is, the intersection of all formations containing G. It is known that 9tform(G), where 91 is the class of all nilpotent groups, is a saturated formation. Therefore ?lform(G) is jE-saturated and so Sj is contained in 0 r tform(G).
Assume, arguing by contradiction, that 5 is not 3t-saturated. Then there exists a group A £ 5 and a normal subgroup N of A such that E = A/N € £ and N ^ $x(A) S T E P 1. For any group 1 ^ U € (3, the group (E I U) e is not subdirectly contained in the base group of EI U, the regular wreath product of E with U.
Consider now A = A I U, and if
. This means that R is contained in $ x ( A ) - G\ € form(G). Assume now that S is Abelian, then S is isomorphic to C T for a prime r ^ q. Then Gi G form(G). In both cases, 6 , C form(G), a contradiction. Therefore C q is the only simple group in 5 and the conclusion holds.
S T E P 3. G has a composition factor in X.
Denote by R the class of composition factors of G and assume that R n X = 0. Consider the class E 8. of finite groups whose composition factors belong to 8.. Let £ be a formation contained in E £ . Then it is rather easy to see that £ is 3t-saturated. Since form(G) C E £ we have that form(G) is 3f-saturated. Therefore J o 0 = form(G). By [6, 4.5.8] , it follows that £ consists of nilpotent groups. Since # is subgroup-closed by [4, IV,1.16], we have that 5 C j^ C E £ It follows that 5 is 3£-saturated, a contradiction. S T E P 4. Final contradiction.
Let q be a prime dividing the order of a composition factor of G in X. It follows that 6 , C F) because f) is X-saturated. By Step 2, we have that 6 , is not contained in 0 . By [2, Corollary] and Step 2, we have that 6 , C 5. Moreover, by Step 1 and [10, Lemma 3] , there exists a prime p such that 6 P C s(0), that is, given a group P G 6 P , there exists a group G(P) in © such that P ^ G(P).
Assume that p / q. Consider X P -C, I G(P) G f) C Otform(G). We have that T P = X P / F(Xp) G form(G). But F(X P ) is a g-group. It follows that form(G) contains a group Tp with a Sylow p-subgroup containing a copy of P. This is a contradiction. Therefore p = q.
On the other hand, by
Step 2 we know that there exists a simple group 5 in J such that S ¥ C q . US is not Abelian, then SlG(P) G J o 0 = ft. Hence SlG(P) G 9tform(G), we have G(P) G form(G), a contradiction. Therefore 5 is cyclic, S = C T for a prime r # q. Let Y = G r I
G(P). Then Y G S) C <nform(G). Moreover, F(Y) is an r-group and Y/F(Y) G form(G). It follows that form(G) contains a group Rp with a Sylow
at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S0004972700037862 [9] Kourovka Notebook on formation products 469 p-subgroup containing a copy of P, final contradiction. D The same arguments to those used in the proof of Theorem 1 replacing $x(G) by n O P (G) give an alternative proof of the result of Vishnevskaya for p-saturated formations. Moreover a second condition could be added to that result: & jt S p <5. Taking into account that the w-saturated formations are exactly the p-saturated ones for all p € w the main result of [13] can be improved in the following way: 
